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M i n u t e s o f O r e g o n Ye a r l y M e e t i n g

Minutes of Oregon Yearly Meeting of
Friends Church

1. The 18th session of Oregon Yearly Meet
ing of Friends Church held at Newberg, Oregon
7th month sixth, 1910.
2. Many earnest prayers and testimonies were

given, the burden of the messages being that self
be abased and Jesus Christ and his service be ex
alted.

3. Recording clerk being absent Marguer

ite P. Elliott was appointed to fill the vacancy.
4. From reports sent by the Quarterly Meet
ings it appears that the following named persons
were appointed as representatives, seventeen of

whom were present;
S A L E M Q U A RT E R LY M E E T I N G : J o h n P e m b e r t o n ,
D. D. Keeler, Charles Baldwin, Levi M. Gilbert, Mary Pem

berton, W. J. Hadley, B. F. Hinshaw, I. N. Commons.
N E W B E R G : J . F. H a n s o n , S a m u e l Ta y l o r, A r c h i e

Campbell, Ida J. Wiley, Carrol Kirk, Myra Smith, Huber Haworth, Lucy Rees, O. J. Sherman, Florence Cook, Amanda M.
Woodward, Milo P. Elliott, Alberta K. Terrell, Evangeline
Martin, Allen Smith, John T. Haworth,^Harlan Smith.
BOISE: Ezra G. Pearson, Charles V. Marshall, Chris-

tabel Marshall, Rosa E. Virtue, Aaron M. Bray, Thomas
C. Perisho, Alonzo H. Rinard, Virena Rinard.
ALTERNATES, SALEM; W. F. Drager, Clarkson
Pemberton, Ellen Euan, Hattie B. Coulson.
NEWBERG: Clarence J. Edwards, Amanda Sherman,
Lucinda Wells, Luke S. Otis, Henry Thome, A. R. Mills,

N. L. Wiley, Maud Wells, Huldah Ramsey.
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BOISE: Ella Bray, Anna E. Pearson. Marion H. Cook,
L i b b i e M . C o o k . O f t h e s e fi v e a r e p r e s e n t .

The following were reported as caretakers:
SALEM: Jay Gardner, Ethel A. Cox and Clin Hadley.
NEWBERG: F. A. Morris, Joseph Hollingsworth.

Harvey Hodson, Mary Cook, Nelson Morrison, Thomas
Miles. Nathan Cook, Florence Rees, Gertrude Cook. Two

of these are present.

5. The following are the fraternal delegates:

FROM PUGET SOUND QUARTERLY MEETING:

Abig:Ul Thomas, Ernest Hadlock and May Replogle. Abi
gail Thomas is present, also William Brown and Moses
Votaw are here with minutes from that Quarter.

6. A letter of greeting is read from B. F.
Hinshaw and wife who are absent on account of ill
health.

It is proposed that a committee be appointed
to answer this letter and also write messages to
other absent friends.

The appointment is left with the nominating

committee.

7. C. A. Phipps, General Secretary and Field

Worker of the Sunday School work_ of Oregon, is

present at this session. The Meeting extends to
him a hearty welcome.

8. J. Perry and Martha T. Hadley, his wife,

missionaries from Douglas, Alaska, are present.

We are glad to welcome them and pray they may
feel at home among us.

9. A recommendation from Newberg Quar

terly Meeting that the nominating committee be
appointed by the representatives was accepted.

10. The following instructions were given the

representatives.
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To nominate at next session a person to act as
presiding clerk, one as reading clerk, one as

recording clerk and one as announcing clerk.
To make out a ratio for raising the funds and
the distribution of documents, to nominate a treas
urer for the ensuing year, and to propose sums to
be raised for church work for the coming year.
To propose the name of one person from each
Quarterly Meeting to receive and distribute the
Minutes and other documents.

11. PRESS COMMITTEE: Walter C. Woodward,
Emma Hodgin, J. C. Hodson, Harlan Smith and W. J,
Hadley.

12. Adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock in busi
ness session.

FOURTH DAY AFTERNOON, 7-6-1910.
13. The Meeting met at 2 o'clock as ad

journed, and was opened by short devotional ser

vices led by the clerk.
14. Epistles from Iowa and California were
read.

15. The representatives nominate:
J. C. Hodson, presiding clerk; Emma Hodgin, record

ing clerk; Marguerite Elliott, reading clerk; Harlan Smith,
announcing clerk.

These nominations became the appointment of
the meeting with the exception of recording clerk
because of resignation which matter was referred

back to the representatives.

16. A communication is received from Puget
Sound Quarterly Meeting expressing its apprecia
tion of our sending them fraternal delegates dur
ing the year.
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17. The report of the spiritual condition of
the church is as follows:
B O I S E VA L L E Y

The reports from the Monthly Meetings show that the
blessing of God has attended the work of the church the past
year. Special revival services have been held in each meet
ing with good results. The regular work of the church has

been faithfully maintained. The attendance has been go^,
but some of our members show indifference, and lack of in
terest in the services. The conduct of our members is gen

erally exemplary, but serious harm has come because some
have failed to live true faithful lives. The reports upon

family worship are indefinite, but we believe that about 80
per cent of our members are faithful in this important duty.

Work is being carried on at a number of differeu P '
and several of the younger members are doing goo wor

these outside points. Calls for work have come from more
places than can be filled because of a shortage o wor •
Idaho is a large field and presents the best openings

pel work and church extension of any part of t e
States

£

By direction of Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting o

Friends held at New Hope 5-28-1910.

Aaron M. Bray, Clerk.

SALEM

From Salem Quarterly Meeting held at Rosedale Fifth
Month 21st, 1910.

"we

«»

O"

active Interest in our different meetings ?.e atMtoe
has been exceptionally good the past year o y

hers and others, and an increased number
members are heard in prayer and praise The

our members in their relations to each other, and the world,
^°Most of our members are in the daily practice of Scn>

ture reading and devotion in and with their families. We
rejoice that the attendance at our Sabbath Schools is stead-
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ily on the increase.

But it is our thought that there is a tendency among a

few of our members to let little things keep us from attend
ance upon public worship, which we think can be avoided by
a little forethought, or preparation, on their part.
Signed in behalf of the meeting
John S. Richie, clerk for the day.
NEWBERG

As we review the spiritual condition of our meeting for
the past year, most of the meetings report a good condition.
While others report a good condition on the whole thei-e has

been cause for deep concern. All the Meetings have been
under pastors the past year. The meetings, with few ex

ceptions, have been held regularly and most of them very
well attended.

A good degree of love and fellowship exists between
the membeis.

Most of the Monthly Meetings had special services dur
ing the year which resulted in some additions to the church
and upbuilding of believers.

The young people are very helpful in many lines of
work.

There are many things to encourage us to better serv
ice the coming year.

Taken from the minutes of Newberg Quarterly Meet
ing.

J.

C.

Hodson
Marguerite

P.

Elliott
Clerks.

Several very helpful remarks were made on
the spiritual condition.

C. A. Phipps in a few well chosen words made
us see the optimistic side of the subject "The Bi
ble in the Home."

J. Perry Hadley made an earnest plea to par
ents to encourage their children in any service for
the Master to which they are called..
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18. The Statistical report is given below:
To O r e g o n Ye a r l y M e e t i n g o f F r i e n d s :

I submit herewith my report for the statistical year
ending Fourth Month, 1st, 1910.

I have given the matter of the form of the report a

good deal of study and have concluded to give it in the form

of two tables. In the first table I give the total additions
and the total losses of each Monthly Meeting, membership

last year, and present membership with other matter of in
terest. In table No. 2, I give the additions and losses of
each Monthly Meeting that affect the total memoership of
the Yearly Meeting, the changes from one meeting to an

other within the Yearly Meeting being eliminated. A care
ful study of these tables will give us a very good idea of our

spiritual health. It will be seen that those meetings that
believe most strongly in revival work in which the baptism

of the Holy Spirit is pressed upon believers are the meet

ings that show the increase in membership, and activity in

Christian service. The meetings that report that they do
not have a pastor are Marion, Woodlawn and Middleton.
It will be noticed that we have suffered the loss of two

ministers by death. In the matter of vital statistics it wi
be seen that there have been 31 births and 23 deaths.

Respectfully submitted,
A a r o n M . B r a y,
S t a t i s t i c a l S e c r e t a r y.
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19. A communication from Salem Quarterly
Meeting requesting this Meeting to direct that an

annual inquiry be made of all our membership, as
to the number who devote a portion of the time
each day to reading the Holy Scriptures, allowing
time for devotion.
The subject is referred to the committee on

ministry and oversight.

20. Strangers present without minutes were
welcomed at the close of this session.

21. Meeting adjourned.
7th MONTH, 7,1910—MORNING SESSION
22. Meeting met as adjourned.

23. Following a season of devotion led by
Thomas Hockett, epistles were read from Western

and Baltimore Yearly Meetings. The Meeting
was cheered by their reports of advancement

along the lines of the great "world's movement"

for peace, temperance education and missionary
work.

24. The representatives propose the name of
Anna M. T. Kelsey to serve this meeting as re
cording clerk. This appointment was ratified by
the Meeting.

25. Some of the representatives from Boise
Quarter having arrived since the list was called
yesterday, it was recalled and six were present.

26. The representatives make the following
recommendation which was adopted by the meet
ing.

We recommend that the rule of the Yearly

Meeting heretofore in force prohibiting the taking

OF Friends Church
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of collections, be repealed and that the different
departments of the church may have the privilege
of taking a free will offering and that the evan

gelistic committee and the education committee
may take subscriptions.

27. The representatives report the following

names for Nominating and Finance Committees;
also a committee to distribute documents:
NOMINATING: Ezra G. Pearson, Thomas C. Perisho,

Annie C. Marshall, Charles Townsend, Artilla Hadley, Retta

Pemberton, Clarence Daily, E. H. Woodward, Estella Crozer, Matilda Haworth, Ella F. Macy, M. D. Ellis and Lydia .
C. Gardner.

FINANCE: Charles V. Marshall, Anna E. Pearson,

John Pemberton, W. J. Hadley, 0. J. Sherman, Alien Smith,
Evangeline Martin.

TO RECEIVE AND DISTRIBUTE DOCUMENTS:
J. T. Smith, Allen Pemberton and Alonzo Rinard.

28. Credentials were read for J. Edgar Wil
liams of Seattle and Thomas E. Hockett, of Fowler,

Kansas. We are glad to welcome these^ dear

friends and desire that they may feel great liberty
in the gospel while in our midst.

The report of the Permanent Board was read

and adopted as follows:
The Permanent Board met at 7 p. m., 7-6-1910, a quo

rum being present. There being no business to claim our

attention the meeting adjourned to meet at the call of the

clerk during the sessions of the Yearly Meetuig. I submit

herewith the action of the called meeting of the Board
held as indicated in the report.

Aaron M. Bray, Clerk.

The Permanent Board of Oregon Yearly Meet

ing met in special session at the Friends Church,

Newberg, Oregon, April 6, 1910, at 7:30 p. m. in
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accordance with the following call, due notice of

said meeting having been given by the clerk.
To A a r o n M . B r a y, C l e r k o f t h e P e r m a n e n t B o a r d o k
Oregon

Ye a r l y

Meeting:

We whose names are hereto subscribed request that a

meeting of the Permanent Board of the Oregon Yearly
Meeting be held at the Friends Church, Newberg, Oregon,
April 6, 1910, at 8:30 p. m. for the purpose of considering
the matter of conferring upon Calva Martin the authority
and powers of a minister of the gospel. (Signed)
E.

H.

Woodward

Jesse Edwards
J. C. COLCORD

Mrs. L. M Parker
C. J. Edwards

There not being a quorum present the meeting
adjourned to 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
Louisa C. Parker, Acting Clerk.
Newberg, Oregon, April 10, 1910.

A meeting of the Permanent Board of Oregon
Yearly Meeting convened at 3 o'clock p. m. as per
adjournment. Members present were Jesse Ed
wards, E. H. Woodward, Louisa C. Parker, A. R.
Mills, Ida J. Wiley, C. J. Edwards and J. H. Rees.

The clerk being absent J. H. Rees was ap

pointed clerk for the day.

The following resolution was adopted by a
unanimous vote:

Resolved That the Permanent Board of Ore-

gon Yearly Meeting hereby confers upon Calva
Martin the authority and powers of a minister of
the gospel during his service as a missionary in
Alaska, subject to the concurrence of the Oregon
Yearly Meeting of Friends Church.
The meeting then adjourned.

J. H. Rees, Clerk for the day.
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30. The chairman of the Missionary Committee
was instructed to communicate with the proper

authorities in Alaska in regard to the powers and
authorities of missionaries to perform marriages.

31. A continuation of the statistical report

was read and will be inserted in the proper place.

32 A message of love was received from our

aged friend, Nathan Pickett who is at the brink of
the great beyond. The meeting responded very
feelingly to this message.

33. We were also moved-with a sense of deep

loss as we review the list of those who have a -

ready passed over and are no more with us in e

body, but whose faithful lives shall abide vnth us
and inspire us to greater fidelity to our Master.

34. A report of the Peace Committee was
read and is as follows.

PEACE REPORT FOR 1910

Your Committee has endeavored to utilize opportunities

of spreading peace sentiment along

has been honored as the head of the movement m sermons

addresses and literature. A complete ^
hand of all that has been done, but many thousand p g

printed matter have been sent out during the y^ar. One re
port says, "The observation of Hague day is growing in fa
vor •' Two special programs Peace Sunday, f

ings report work done and planned One f
reports 5 700 pages of peace literature, another 600 pages
but much not accounted for in supplying reading rooms and
been ..eaethi. ye„

enlisting thinking people on our side. The press is more

fearless and outspoken against the reckless waste of our na
tional resources on armaments. Prodigality weakens any
nation, but economy will strengthen it.
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It is said that the United States has need of great sea

power because some other nations have it; that because Gr^at

Britain and Germany and Japan and France are constantly

increasing their sea power and each is trying to outdo the
other in naval construction, the United States must of ne
cessity do the same, must stay in the race and increase the
pace. This might be irresistibly logical if the United States
were not differently situated, and in many important re
spects a different nation, from any of the others. In the

first place the United States is vast, extending from ocean to
ocean, and is separated by thousands of miles n-om all the
great naval powers. Its greatness renders hostile attack

improbable and its isolatjon, its distance from foreign naval
bases makes it practically invulnerable against foreign as
sault. Its very size and situation and its now great popula
tion and resources, are more effective defenders than fleets
of war vessels. If there is to be gradual disarmament; if
there is to be international arbitration and peace, the United
States is the nation to set the example, to practice its

preaching, to show the world that we are too great morally

as well as otherwise to fear other nations, or to continue in
terminably an admittedly wrong and vicious policy because
others pursue it.

The gulf between the "workman" and the "gunman',

is deepening and widening. As is well said, the laboring
man is productive and thinks straight and sees more clearl"
that principally he must furnish material and sinews of war
He must make up the rank and file and then pay the bills!
A great labor leader said that laboring men will no longer
agree to go out and shoot down their fellow laborers in other
lands: The gunman is fallacious, a priviieged character, a
pessimist, and out of joint with the spirit of international
companionship.

It is with pleasure that reference is made to the one
hundredth anniversary celebration of the birth of Elihu Burritt, the learned blacksmith, the peace crank and Utopian of
his own age. Due recognition of his valuable life work was
made when representatives of nearly all civilized nations met
at his grave a short time ago and honored his illustrious
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Theodore Roosevelt's significant utterances before the
Nobel committee in Christiania, Norway, in favor of a world

wide court of peace and gradual disarmament has met with
much sanction and is an indication of his falling in line with
the trend of the times.

It will be a red letter day when this great country

shall muster moral courage enough to repudiate the ruinous

war policy and lead other nations into the path of peace.
For when the people and their rulers have the will, they will
soon discover the way to secure "peace with honor" and the
nations will increase their honor and strength by serving
one another.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Rec'd of Yearly Meeting Treasurer ^50.00
Paid to Peace Association TO
One

Journey

'

Postage, printing and incidentals
$30.75

Balance on hand
$5o.oo

John F. Hanson, Superintendent.

We are gratified with the advances that are
being made not only in our church but by ®

in this cause. We would commend the ettorts ol
our faithful workers.

35. Adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock in busi

ness session,

FIFTH DAY AFTERNOON, 7-7-1910

36. Meeting opened at the time to which it

was adjourned. Martha T. Hadley led m a devo
tional service.

37. Epistles were read from New York, Wil
mington and Canada Yearly Meetings. The note
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of consecration to practical life service was very
noticeable and inspiring in these as in those read
in a former session.

38. The meeting then listened to a report of
Sabbath schools which is given below;
C2
a :
u

No of scOools
Time
of
continuance,
No. in adult classes

1

year

.

No. in intermediate classes enrolled

47
e>2

No. in primary classes enrolled
No. in cradle roll
No Of ollicers and teachers
To t a l e n r o l l m e n t
Average

attendance

No. of classes

of

schools

44
3:W
184
19
2828
0
0

.

No. of texts repeated
No. of schools holdinc teacher's meetings....

No. of Confereaces held
Amount paid for school purposes
Amount paid for missionary purposes.
Amount paid for county and state work.'.".'.'
No. of invitations m de by the committee
No in home-elass department

135
94
i:ir>

2l;{
I I H
ly:4

5 2
5 0 3
198
2!l
3191
1
U

7S
81!)

^107 43

^181 .57

5 I fi
9 87

.51 82
10 50

No. of Bible.s used in schools (reported) .....
No. of Schools not using Friends helps ..! .
No. in normal classes

10
20
0
0

0
43
0
0

4-7
I S

"l
I

? 3 I •1 51
3 ;8
1

80
85

•10
4'J
8
(J

Respectfully submitted,

Evangeline Martin,
Yearly Meeting Sup't Bible School Work.

Evangeline Martin then stated that a banner
was offered to the Sabbath School which should se
cure every member of the church for the school

during the year, and' that it had been earned by

the school at Rex. The superintendent, Ida J,

Wiley, then came forward and was awarded the
banner. The discussion which followed was ex
ceedingly suggestive and practical.

39. It was proposed and carried that the
Boards of the various departments be requested to
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prepare blank forms for the different reports to be
submitted to a future session.

40. Meeting adjourned to meet tomorrow
morning in regular session.

7th MONTH, 8. MORNING SESSION _

41. Meeting convened at the appointed time.
Devotional exercises were led by Jesse Coulson.

42. James P. Price, Lorena A. T. Hodson and
Louisa P. Rounds were appointed to prepare re

turning minutes for our visiting friends.
43. The nominating committee recommended

Carrie Miles, Esther Townsend and Charles V.

Marshall to write to friends unable to attend the

Y. M. The meeting directs that they include the
children

in

this

list.

.

44. Credentials were read for our dear friends
Willis R. Hotchkiss from Cleveland Monthly Meet

ing, Ohio, Charles S. White of Muncie, Ind., and

L. Maria Deane of Bethel Friends church. Long
Beach,

Cal.

,

,

The meeting extends a hearty welcome to

Is E^ste
l s were read from Dubn
il , Inda
i na

and Nebraska Yearly Meetings. The phase of
Home Mission work of Dublin, the loss by death of
our dear friends Francis W. Thomas and Allen Jay,
who have been leaders in the church which is the
spiritual mother of so many of us, the vigor

our youngest sister Yearly Meeting in grappling
withthegreat problems of the age, andthe workfor
temperance in all these claimed special notice.

46 A letter of appreciation of our brother

Allen iay was read from Theodore Crosfield, aLon-
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don friend. The Yearly Meeting directs the clerk

to prepare a special minute as an expression of our
sense of loss, which appears below.
When the epistle from Indiana Yearly Meeting was

read to us, bearing as it did the signature of our brother

Allen Jay who has, since the writing of the epistle, entered

into the more glorious service of the church triumphant, our

hearts were bowed with a feeling of loss and bereavement.
He was a dear personal friend to many of us and a rec

ognized
and valued
to the
whole
churchHis loving,leader
sympatheti
c advicecounselor
and earnest
gospel
messages

at the time of the establishment of our Yearly Meeting and

one visit since that time are remembered with gratitude and
praise to our Heavenly Father.

As this beloved friend has passed from us we pray that

his place may be filled by others equally strong in their con

secration of life and purpose, equally able and tactful to

lead, equally broad in their views and childlike in their faith.
We pray that through these, under the supreme leader

ship of the King of Kings, the visions of Allen Jay for the
Pnends of America may be more than realized.

47. The following is the report of the print
ing committee;
To Oregon Yearly Meeting op Friends Church:

We your printing committee have had the minutes of
1909 printed, also necessary blanks which have been placed

in the hands of the custodian of documents. The expense of
the above is shown in the treasurer's report.
Rebecca W. H. Smith, Chairman.

48. After singing "Oregon's Going Dry" by
the congregation Mrs. Lulu L, Shepherd, of Salt
Lake City, gave us a most earnest and inspiring ad
dress on the subject of "Temperance and the
Home." The spirit of the meeting rose as a united
prayer to Almighty God that the inspiration and
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enthusiasm received may crystalize into power for
the battle that is upon our state.

49. While Myrtle Wilson played a piece of in
strumental music a collection was taken for tem

perance work amounting to $23. Anjonette Dun

bar recited effectively "A Voice From the Poor
House." A vocal duet was rendered by Belle and
Gertrude Cook.

50. With a deep sense of gratitude for the

blessings of the morning the meeting adjourned to
meet at 2 o'clock in afternoon session.

7th MONTH, 8. AFTERNOON SESSION
51. The meeting convened near the hour to
which it was adjourned.

A season of devotion was led by Thomas C.
Perisho.

52. The list of delegates from Salem was

called and two answered to their names who were

not present at the opening of the Yearly Meeting.
53. The report of the temperance committee
was read. It is as follows:

To Oregon Yearly Meeting of piENDs:

I herewith submit my report for J

purchased 11,552 pages of temperance
trihuted it among the Monthly Meetings,
of th. Moothly Hooting, °
Mills, Rosed.,» and

Slem;.„d Jdthe ..ember, very o.n,ost m a. t.mp„.

ance cause, especialy to help make Oregon dry m 1910, and
it has strengthened me as they have given me a hearty
handshake and asked God to bless me m the work I have

had 2000 temperance post cards struck and have disposed of
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most of them. I have been made to rejoice while listening-

o the epistles of the other Yearly Meetings and to know
hat they are doing what they can for temperance. I want

to charge each member, old and young, to do what they
can between now and Nov. 8 for state prohibition.
F I N A N C E

Rec'd of Lizzie White former Y. M. Sup't $10.00
Rec'd of J. C. Hodson Y. M. treasurer 25.00
Paid
F

for

l i t e r a$t 3u 5r e

$

00

6.37

Paid for car fare 6.90
Paid Mrs. Lulu L. Shepherd, lecture.. 15.00
28 27

Balance

on

hand

$6.73

I appointed Ernest E. Taylor, of Greenleaf, Idaho, as

Temperance Evangelist of Oregon Yearly Meeting and he re

ports addressing public meetings at Greenleaf, Newhope,

Caldwell, Dixie, Fargo and Sunnyhope in Idaho; also visited
all of the colleges and universities, and some of the higher

academies and state normals in Idaho, Washington, Oregon
and California.

REPORT FROM BOISE VALLEY Q. M.

Three of their Monthly Meetings reporting on temper

ance work; they report that there has been considerable

temperance literature distributed. One meeting reports gos
pel temperance meetings held each month; one reports an
Monthly
Meeting
that hold regular meetings; another reports
two public
tem
perance meetings held.

REPORT FROM NEWBERG Q. M.

Four of the seven Monthly Meetings have reported that
there have been 13 temperance meetings held, 1249 pages of
temperance literature distributed, and a large amount of
which no record was kept. There is intense interest taken

in the campaign for state prohibition in Oregon, and the
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Quilcene Friends are working for county local option and

have petitioned the county commissioners requesting them
not to renew the saloon license in Quilcene.
N a t g L . W i l e y,

Y. M. Temperance Superintendent.

54. The following is the report of the "AntiSaloon League" which was presented to the Year
ly Meeting:

The Anti-Saloon League has given much time and la

bor during this year to law enforcement. This work has
been carried on in every county in the state except one. "
has secured 191 convictions averaging $150 fine each. The

fines aggregate $28,000 with additional punishment of 1500
days in jail. Notwithstanding this assessment of rnoney

and restraint of liberty not one half of the ;"olators of the
law have been punished. Thus one may judge of the law
lessness of the liquor traffic in the hands of the liquor men
of

this

state.

.

,

lam

<.1,^

In the preparation for the dry campaign of 19W the

League has worked harmoniously with the W. C. 1. U. anu

Prohibition Party workers. -i,„rrhes

An organization of the young „tnlign

has been formed to promote the work of the

Rev. A. A. Heist has been engaged as leader of this stro g
contingent of righteousness in the state.

Petions have been fie
l d ^"h the Secrete^ of^State

carrying above 16,000 names to enab e e There is

to vote on this great issue at the S\u
great
hope of victory against rum t^oujh the imion of a
the churches in promoting this work and the votes of all
good men in all political parties. ^ ^ Gilbert.

55 John F. Hanson called special attention
to a work recently established by Friends in Colorado and made an appeal to the membership of the
Y. M. to aid it as far as possible.
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56. W. Irving Kelsey presented the interests

of the "American Friend," announcing a series of
articles to commence in the immediate future con

taining a history of Friends west of the Mississip
pi, that of Friends in Oregon to be of special in
terest.

57. The subject of missions then claimed our at
tention, being introduced by the report of the
treasurer of the mission committee of the Y. M. as
follows.

REPORT OP TREASURER OF FOREIGN MISSIONARY
COMMITTEE OF OREGON YEARLY MEET
ING 7TH MONTH, 8TH, 1910.
RECEIPTS

Rec'dfrom former treasurer $ 463.00
old subscriptions 28 50

money refunded by J. C. Mills.... 47I54

Newberg Q. M. collections 9 49

Scotts Mills M. M ' 40'46

Salem

M.

Rosedale

Marion

M

M.

M.

M

210.50

M

64.70

42

39

Newberg M. M... 497'05
Springbrook M. M

RexM.

M

400"

M . V 160.00

Boise Quarterly Meeting 206.34
Total Receipts

77
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DISBURSEMENTS

Paid Calva and Frankie Martin ? 350.00

" M . P. E l l i o t t f o r t e l e g r a m 2 . 0 0
" Harlan and Melinda Smith bal salary.... 110.83

" treas 5 Yrs Board for the Martins 350.00
" " Ohio Board for Bertha Cox 500.00
To t a l

Disbursements

$1312.83

Balance on hand at close of this report 455.94
Respectfully submitted,

W. E . C r o z e r.

Treasurer Oregon Y. M. Foreign Missionary Committee.

58. We next listened to a letter from A. Cal
va and Frankie L. Martin, our missionaries at
Kake, Alaska, and the report of the missionary
committee, both of which are given below.
Kake, Alaska, 6-31-1910.
O r e g o n Ye a r l y M e e t i n g ,
Greetings:

,

We can say that God is good and careth fw Hi

™

and will bear their burdens if they will only let Him.

It seems that we have so little to report after giving
a full account in our Quarterly Meeting . jr

We had James andAnna Newton with us through No
After they left we kept two girls in the home for toee
months, one of them interpreting for us when we held mee

vember and December, he acting as interpre three

"^'
itot%tuE're few but we believe good has been
done Jesul hTsten wtih us and there have been several
renewals 17 being at the altar one evenmg.

We had some very impressive rneetings as when David
Kake and wife gave their two little boys, Joseph T., age 3

years and Delbert T., age 2 weeks, to Jesus and the church
After this Johnnie Kake and

and Paul for the Master's work also. We gave them a talk
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on the responsibility of having taken this step. Then prayer
was offered that they might be guided in the training of
their children. While we sang "I love to walk with Jesus,'*
we all went around and shook hands with them. There were

several hearts that were touched that day.

We have been blessed with a Christian teacher the past

year who did all she could to help us and cause the natives
to see what the Mission has been and is to them. She also

gave the Mission credit for what it has accomplished in her

reports to the government. We are glad they have given

her the school next year but we do not know whether she
will return or not.

No. meetings held in Mission houses 20
Average
attendance
16
Meetings held in old people's homes 25
Attendance

Meetings
Meetings
Women's

12

in
church
in
camps
meetings

46
5
4

Average attendance of Sunday school 85, which is the
attendance for all meetings in the church during November

December and the first part of January. We held services

m the church two Sundays the last of May, only a few being
present as not all the natives were in the village.

It will be impossible for us to give a full account of ex

penses as we lost our record of supplies we got before leav

ing, on the way here. But as far as we have them they areFares
Star

here $
50

45.00
oo

Groceries
James
Newton

244.00
30.00

Logs for wood 25.00

To t a l

?394.00

May the Lord's presence and power be with you in
every service. Although the blessing of being there is not
ours no doubt we will receive many crumbs from your re-
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ports of the good things God does give you.
May you ever remember us in prayer.
Cal,vaand Frankie Martin

First annual report of the Missionary Com

mittee of Oregon Yearly Meeting since the re
organization under the direction of the American
Friends' Board of Foreign Missions:

Since our last Yearly Meeting Harlan and Melinda Smith returned home in the early autemn

after installing in the field the newly appointed

missionaries, A. Calva and Frankie L. Martin, un

der whose faithful, self-sacrificing labors the mis

sion at Kake has continued to prosper.

The letter which has been read from them, as

well as those sent regularly to Newberg Quarterly
Meeting, gives us fresh glimpses into their daily
life and work, as well as definite accounts of what
is heing accomplished. . „ -r> nr
In the annual meeting of the A. F. B. F. M.

in October the work at Douglas, under the aus

pices of Kansas Yearly Meeting, was united
with that of Oregon, the Field Committee being
composed of members of both Yearly Meetings.
Owing to our proximity to the work_ this Yearly
Meeting will be expected to administer it with
such aid by correspondence and otherwise as _ the
Kansas Friends are able to give. They continue
to raise the usual funds for the support _
The A. F. B. F. M. appointed as Field Com

mittee from this Yearly Meeting Harlan Smith,
Amanda Woodward, Lydia C. Gardner, Milo P.

Elliott, Anna B. Miles and Levi M. Gi bert.

A concise numerical report of the work at

Douglas will be read and appended.
&r6 happy to hav6 with us at this tiixio our
missionaries from that station, J. Perry and Mar

tha T. Hadley who will give further verbal re
ports.
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A considerable number of special missionarj^
meetings, sermons and addresses have been held

throughout the Yearly Meeting this year under
the auspices of this committee, the Monthly Meet
ing committees and our Quarterly Meeting super
intendents with good results. These workers have
e n c o u n t e r e d s o m e d i f fi c u l t i e s a n d m i s u n d e r s t a n d

ings naturally incident upon the adoption of a new
system. We feel confident, however, that these

will soon be overcome. Though we have not yet
raised the full amount of money specified in our

budget last year, yet we have been able to pay our
missionaries, both those in Alaska and Bertha E.

Cox of India, up to date, but are lacking in funds

tor peatly needed repairs and for extension of the
work. These matters are set forth in our ti-easurer s report. We are informed that Bertha E.

Cox is doing very satisfactory work and could not
be spared from the mission of Ohio Friends.

_ Boise Valley reports one Women's Foreign Mis
sionary Society, Newberg has had two systematic
mission study classes, besides good work done by

the Eadies Aid along missionary lines. Portland

also reports some systematic mission study. The

Committee would strongly urge upon members in
every congregation the organization of one or
more such classes, including both men and women
either in separate classes or combined. Unless
this IS done and done at once we shall fall behind
in the great onward march of the age.

The committee would also urge the adoption

in all our meetings of the weekly pledge system of

giving and recommend the "Duplex Envelopes"

We deeply regret not to have had a delegate

present at the great Men's Missionary Congress in

Chicago, but the regular registration fee of five

dollars sent as a voluntary offering by B. C
Miles entitles this Yearly Meeting to the printed
report which we expect to receive in the proper time.
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A"bout 25 members of the Yearly Meeting were

able to attend a part or all the sessions

of the Laymen's _ Convention in Portland

and were deeply inspired with the magnitude of
the wave of missionary interest and enthusiasm
which is "sweeping the world like the breath of

the Almighty," and they went home determined
to redouble their zeal in this cause.

The majority of the committee feel we may re•ceive great advantage and untold spiritual blessing
by being a part of the union of the whole church of
America for this work, with its central organization,

which keeps constantly in close touch with all the
fields and all the workers, and a most efficient sec
retary whose entire time is spent in the study of

the problems which confront us. We earnestly de

sire that every member lay aside all petty ambi
tions and differences and join shoulder to shoulder
in simple faith and earnest service for the realiza
tion of the God inspired motto of all Christian Or

ganizations, "The Evangelization of the World in
this Generation."

As nearly as we can obtain information, about

forty Missionary Advocates are taken jn the Year

ly Meeting. This number should be increased to
one hundred.

The committee recommend that the Yearly

Meeting authorize the raising of $1500.00 for mis
sionary purposes the ensuing year.
On behalf of the Committee,
Anna M. T. Kelsey, Secretary
MiLO P. Elliott, Chairman.

The Report of Friends Mission at Douglas,

Alaska, for six months, ending June 15, 1910, ap
pears on the following page.
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B I B L E S C H O O L , N AT I V E S A N D W H I T E S
Average during six months, natives.

.42

whites?

.2S

t o t a l -

.70

Number of teachers,

'* in Home Department

No. of Sabbath School teachers' meetings held
Amount ef collections

7
OO
,14

,$63.80

CHURCH SERVICES
W H I T E

Estimated average attendance at 8 p. m. Sabbath 19
N A T I V E

No. meetings held at Beach school bouse

Estimated average attendance
No. of other meetings held

.72
. a s
...e

Estimated average attendance at C. E. meetings
Estimated av. attendance at Junior C. E. meetings ...14

No.
Monthly
Meetings
held
3
No.
family
visits
...1094
Pages of literature distributed 3432

Conversions and renewals JY
Gospels and testaments given out g

One series of meetings held at Kluckwan by Dick
Smith. Good reports from missionary at that place.
Martha T. and J. Perry Hadley gave interest
ing and Instructive talks in regard to the work in

Alaska- and we were led in a season of prayer for
our lonely v/orkers at Kake.

Willis R. Hotchkiss spoke earnestly of other
phases of mission work, presaging a rich feast for
the evening meeting which he was to address.

59. The meeting decided to refer our mission
ary interests and the request that the committee
be authorized to raise $1,500 for missionary pur-
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poses the. ensuing year, to the committee for re
consideration.

60. A letter was read from Charles E. Tebbetts concerning the World's Conference in Edin-

61. Resignations were received from Levi M.

Gilbert and Effie R. Tamplin as members of the A.

F. B. F. M. The matter was deferred to a later
session for action.

62. Meeting adjourned to meet tomorrow
morning in business session.

7th MONTH, 9TH,—SEVENTH DAY MORNING
63. Meeting was opened by a gospel message
and prayer by Mrs. Kramer. ^

64. The London General Epistle was read.
65. The following propositions from the Mis

sionary Committee were read. The Meeting high j
approved and adopted the same unanimously:

We propose, 1. That $1,500 be raised for missionary

purposes^dunngj^ on the same as in the

Con,»«.e be ^jabe
a careful investigation of our missionary vfor

that a clear understanding of the situation may be reached
at

next

Ye a r l y

Meeting.

,

4. Resident membership, and ability to pay shall

basis for raising missionary money.

66 The resignations presented yesterday were

withdrawn. That of Anna M. T. pisey was re

ceived and accepted on account of her removal

from the Yearly Meeting. The matter of filling

the vacancy incurred thereby was referred to the
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Nominating Committee.

67. The Evangelistic and Church Extension

Board made their report, which, with the report of
their treasurer, is here inserted:
REPORT OF EVANGELISTIC AND CHURCH EXTEN
SION COMMITTEE

We are glad at this time to make mention of the loving

kindness of our Heavenly Father as He has companied with
us and given unto us of His blessing and counsel in our la

bors for the advance of His kingdom during the past year

Marked progress has been made in many lines of the

work of the church, and we feel encouraged to greater ef
forts for the coming year. We are especially gratified on

account of the advance being made in a number of our
smaller meetings.

Quilcene meeting under the effiient care of Samuel
iaylor has now a comfortable church building. The cost of

the building was $935. The property is clear of debt and
with an attendance of more than forty persons they are now

ready to enter upon an active campaign in that promising
increased until the Sab
bath School could only be accommodated
by building an addi

tion to their church bffilding. This work is under the careof
Edward and Myra B. Smith.

Allen Dunbar has faithfully served the meeting at Rex
as pastor while principal of the public school at that place

The attendance has steadily grown through the year The

Sabbath evening services are well attended by a large com

pany of young people. Steps have been taken to place an
efficient pastor over this work together with Middleton and

Sherwood. Allen Dunbar having retired from the public
school work will go to other fields.

Thomas Hockett, a minister from Kansas Yearly Meet
ing, has located at Chehalem Center, which has been without
a settled pastor for the past year.

Early in the year George Farrow was called as pastor of

the Scotts Mills Meeting. Under his care that work has con-
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tintted to grow in numbers and interest.

The Boise Meeting under the pastoral care of Aaron M.

Bray has increased in numbers and spiritual interest during
the year and they have raised the debt on their church property, so that this work is now in a very promising condition.
Sanford Pickering is rendering valuable service at Wood
land. Inez Batchelar conducted a revival service m the

spring which resulted in over forty conversions and great
blessing to the church and community.

The Greenleaf work is moving rapidly forward with
much promise for the future. This is becoming a center
from which workers go out to help in new fields be

ing opened. Ezra G. Pearson has had charge of this work
.he

cause to these meetings the comm'tteehas ren ere

aid during the year The pastors o e o , ®j
have worked hard and faithfully and the Lor a
blessed

their

efforts.

.

We feel that mention should be made

loyalty of the pastors and the evangelists, w o p^iends

amongst us, to the prn
i cp
ie
l s and doctrmes of the Jre
i nds
Church. This very essential characteristic is giv g

and stability to our organization an " , pjincilabor can solid and lasting work be one wi .

pals in that work have a fidelity born
faith that will hold them true in times of stress a

Bat.h.ler from "'tXdtS""

in revivals at Greenleaf, nharles Replogle at
Smith at Scotts Mills and Lents. . ^ .

Renorts
the Quarterl
R e p o r tfrom
s
i r oymMeeting Superi
m entendents
etings

c.i"<l detoiS and special bleasine- ^

a total of $837, and ten pastors received a total of $0,217.
There has been $1,153 expended in reconstructing and re-
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pairing church buildings. We have three parsonages and

eleven church buildings.
The field is larger and the demand for efficient workers

is greater than ever before. Let every one feel that the
field not only needs workers but that it needs the sanctified
efforts of every member of the church, and the work will
move on to certain success, for we have a mighty Leader.
H . D . C k u m l e y, C h a i r m a n o f C o m m i t t e e .

FROM SALEM QUARTERLY MEETING
A SUGGESTION FOR INCREASED EFFICIENCY OF OUR EVAN
GELISTIC

COMMITTEE

The Committee appointed at our last Quarterly Meeting
to suggest a better organization for the promoting of evan
gelistic work, which after discussion was adopted by the
Meeting, and the clerk is directed to forward the report,
with the names of the friends we suggest for appointment,
to our next Yearly Meeting for their consideration, as fol
lows:
R E P O R T

We, your Committee appointed to suggest a better or-

pnization
forQuarterly
the promotion
of evangelistic
work within the
limits of this
Meeting,
submit the following:

That this Meeting submit to the Yearly Meeting the rec
ommendation for a readjustment of the plan of selecting

members of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on Evangelistic
Work, in this, that there be at least three members of the

Yearly Meeting's Committee within each Quarterly Meeting,

the same to be suggested by the Quarterly Meeting as va
cancies occur, to be approved by the Yearly Meeting, and
that one of said three members of the Yearly Meeting's Com
mittee shall be Superintendent of Evangelistic Work in his
own Quarterly Meeting.

And we further recommend that the Yearly Meeting's
Committee
appoint a General Superintendent of Evangelis
tic Work, and make provision for his support.
We submit this plan believing it will be a beginning of a

better organization for the work of the church, and also that
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it will promote a better understanding throughout the Yearly
Meeting of the real work in hand, and that it will make pos
sible the occupation of the field in an efficient way.
Signed on behalf of the Quarterly Meeting.
John S Richie, Clerk for the day.

In the event of the above suggestion being adopted we

propose the names of H. Elmer Pemberton, Malcom McCloud
and Jesse E. Coulson, as members of the Evangelistic Com
mittee from this Quarterly Meeting.

REPORT OF TREASURER OF EVANGELISTIC, PAS
TORAL AND CHURCH EXTENSION BOARD,
TO OREGON YEARLY MEETING, 1910
T O TA L R E C E I P T S

Cash on hand at last report ^ 93.22
Collection at Yearly Meeting, 1909 25.91
Received on back subscriptions 55.00
" " subscriptions this year 392.50
from Yearly Meeting Treasurer 275.00
$ 841.63
T O TA L E X P E N S E S

Paid for Pastoral work — ? 509.00

"

'•

Evangelistic

work

-

21.00

" " C h u r c h E x t e n s i o n w o r k 11 6 . 3 5

" " expenses of Chairman and Board 31.00

Cash on hand July 9, IJIO - 154^
$ 841.63

Respectfully submitted.
M a r i e t t a L e w i s , Tr e a s u r e r.

To Oregon Yearly Meeting: The Evangelistic Board is

united in suggesting that the proposition from Salem Quar

terly Meeting that was referred to us be accepted in so far

as the appointment of the Board be in proportion to the
membership of the Quarterly Meetings according to the ar
rangements of last year, and that there be a General Super-
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On behalf of the Board,

Marietta Lewis, Secretary. Chairman.
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72. The report of the President of Pacific
College was submitted as follows, also the report

of the Board of Managers and of the Treasurer of
the College are given in this connection:
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF
M A N A G E R S

To Pacific College Corporation: In looking over the past
year's work of your Board of Managers we may see some
thing of our Heavenly Father's guiding hand, something of

faithful service for Him, yet, something of man's fallibility
in our efforts to carry on our part of His work.
Of the internal workings of the institution the College

President will report, suffice it to say that no case of disci
pline, question of teaching, or other complaint has been sub
mitted to this Board.

A general meeting of the College Corporation was held
on the evening of December 31, last, when the policies of the
College were freely discussed. As a result of this meeting
we believe our members got a better understanding of each

others views, and found much more of harmony and less of
variance than some had thought to exist.

At this meeting the following resolutions were offered

and adopted without dissent:

"Whereas, the guarded education and training of our

children and those under our care has always been a leading
tenet of the Friends Church, and

"WHEREAS; our denominational schools and colleges are,

and of right ought to be, the source from which much of our
intelligent Christian thought must emanate, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That it is the policy of Pacific College to
maintain a well balanced religious, scientific and classical
curriculum.

"That, believing in the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,
our Biblical teaching and work shall be in harmony with that
of the great body of the Friends Church in America, as ex
emplified in Penn and Earlham colleges and others of like
standing.

"That to this end it is our purpose to retain an instructor
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who shall have charge of the Biblical classes in the school,
who shall do personal work with the students for their con

version and Christian development, and work through the

® S Oregon Yearly Meeting, and the Pacific North

west,^Tfor
the upbuilding
Pacific
College. of Pacific Colo these
principlesofwe
the Corporation

port'" assembled, pledge our faith and supTo help meet the current expenses of the College a sub-

Pemberton did some faithful work soliciting, and early in

S
hLftime veT?h "P a
Ss a^^W adequate to our
Sg
;L "ear'to deficit it has increased
This we are arrp f mething more than six thousand dollars.

dolLr,„Tth™Syor""" ■"

men!rhave'°hr"°"7'^'"" that arrange-

take uD the por -f- Evangeline Martin to again

™Lxne °^^ whether it be for
we bespeS 3 bequests, and in this work
In the canL /""i" co-operation and support.

Pacific
racinc
College
Sflege
with suchWirt?"
an amount
T of"Pmoney
^beir
is great
faith
cause
in

ner, B. S., Latin, Emma Hodgin, B. L • Eno-liKii wn-

Johnson, B S.; Greek and History, Mary' Eunice Lewi^T
'

B., B. b., Vocal and Instrumental Music, Eva Hummer Hull
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President Kelsey having resigned his position as Presi

dent of Pacific College, goes to take up the very desirable
position of Instructor in Penn College. In going from us he

and his very estimable family will have the best wishes of a
community where they have made very many warm friends.
The call of duty takes Mabel H. Douglas to other fields

of labor. It is with great regret that we lose her from our
faculty, where, for thirteen years, she has spent the best
part of her life in faithful devoted service, and we bespeak
for her the highest appreciation of those she will meet in
her

new

position.

t.

wi

We know that our struggle must of necessity be a hard
one for a while longer, but Pacific College has taken a s ep

for higher grounds, and we believe that far brighter days
are in store for this institution, for which you have sacri
ficed and prayed, than she has yet known.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. Rees, Vice-Pres. Board of Managers.
REPORT OF TREASURER OF PACIFIC COLLEGE
receipts

$ 153.98

Cash on hand last report

2225.21

Received from tuitions

1245,50
103.32

" " old and new subscriptions
" library fees
" " laboratory

Boarding
Sale of bay

ball

room

rent

153.05

•

For piano fund
Florence Brown Rowe memorial fund

Money borrowed at U. S. National Bank
"

"

from

other

sources

60.43
15.00
4.73
"1 212.50
4945.00
780.00
21.00

Graduating fees, etc

5.00

Rent on the Mills donation

$ 9844.72

To t a l

disbursements
Paid on teachers' salaries

$ 4235.00
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Improvements on buildings and grounds ^ 573 gg
Tr a v e l l i n g e x p e n s e s a n d i n c i d e n t a l s o q q ' o ,

Fuel and sawing ..

Janitor hire, assistant librarian, labor orlo or
Advertising

—

-

Library books and periodicals _
Laboratory
supplies
Florence Brown Rowe memorial prize -

Payment

on

new

Paid note at U. S. National Bank

_

Vo.UI

piano

AJ.tX)

Paid interest on above note 3400.00
Insurance on buildings, etc 136.00
Balance on hand at
close of report """1 5 21.90
^
8,24
Total

„
,
.
resources
Subscnptions due and unpaid
Cash

on

hand.

^

$

Total,

328.50

158.24

N , due U.. S. Nati.onal Bank
lia
Notes
NotesdueC.

E.

bilities

Newhouse

$

^
4945.00

Teachers' salaries due, unpaid "" 780.00

Other bills due and unpaid 615.00
Balance on piano not all due 180.40
Interest on above notes, about 208.00

Total...... ;
HUM
M p^'^anent
Hal
f block1,in Newberg,
improved, onendowment""'"
College street
Quarter block in Newberg, improved, on River street
Respectfully submitted.

Entered

July

9,

I9I0.

Treasurer.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF PACIFIC cnr r r.
To the Board of Trustees; I hereby suhmif
annual report, it being the nineteenth in the

college, .„d th, twentySfth sinoo th.'LS^
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A c a d e m y.
The attendance during the past year was as follows:
College, 28; Academy, 45; Music, 46; total, 119; repeated, 9;

total, exclusive of duplicates, 110. This shows a slight fall
ing off from the number reported last year. This decrease

was in the department of vocal music and the Academy.
Professor Hull has established a studio in Salem which

has occupied the greater part of his time, hence the slight
decrease of numbers in his department. The Academy is

feeling more keenly each year the competition of the public
high schools. Ten years ago there were almost no high
schools in the state of Oregon. Now they are everywhere
and are becoming more efficient from year to year. These
attract a large number of students who would otherwise at
tend the Academy, especially of the class who do not appre

ciate the advantage of a guarded education under Christian
influences, or who are unable to meet the financial outlay.

It was a very noticeable fact that the decrease during the
past year was almost exclusively from that class of students

who come in for short periods for commercial or special
courses, and the school was really benefitted by their elimi

nation. The graduating class from the Academy consisted

of 14, the largest since the advancement of the course of
stndy. Bernice Benson of this class was awarded a scholar

ship in the College for the coming year for having received
the highest average grade in her studies. There were four
graduates from the College, Leonard George, Russell Lewis
and Nathan Cook receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science,
and Harvey Wright that of Bachelor of Arts. Russell Lewis
spent the past year at Fenn College, having nearly completed

the course here the previous year. Harvey Wright was
awarded the scholarship to Penn College, -with Nathan Cook
as alternate.

Claude Newlin received the Florence Brown Rowe Me

morial Prize of $25, which is awarded to the member of the
Junior Class receiving the highest grades. Mention should
be made of the fact that the giving of this prize means real

self-sacrifice on the part of the donor, it being at times dif
ficult for him to meet the obligation, but such are the friends
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of Pacific College.

An excellent Everett Piano was added to the equipment
during the year, having been secured at a great bargain.

The price was $273, on easy payments. Of this amount

$135.73 has already been paid. Money was raised by volun
tary subscriptions from the boarding hall students, who now

have the old piano in the hall, and by public recitals given
by the music department. The zeal and devotion of Mrs.
Hull in this respect are to be highly commended.

The club plan was introduced in the running of the

boarding hall, which resulted in filling the hall as it has not

been filled in a number of years. Moreover, there was no
complaint about the table board or the heating of the rooms

as has frequently occurred in the past. Although the fuel

was furnished to the Club, yet the financial returns and the

greater popularity of the hall amply repaid the outlay.
No. of boarders in hall 18.

Received for rent of rooms | 213 75
Expenses

Light and repairs 8 72.39
Laundry
Te l e p h o n e

27.25
g

Care of furnace 18.50
Kitchen utensils and repairs... 14.00

Sheets, towels, etc )8.28
Total expense $ 159.32
Balance paid treasurer 54.43
$213.75 $213.75

The average cost of board for each student has been only
$1.73

per

week.

•'

The moral and religious tone of the school has been good

Several of the students have professed conversion Four
delegates attended the conferences of the Christian Associa

tions at the beach. One mission study class was conducted
by the Y. W. C. A. A serious case of discipline occurred at
the close of the year, which emphasized again that the Col
lege stands for character as well as scholarship.
The teaching force has worked harmoniously together
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and efficient work has been done in all departments. On ac

count of illness Professor Marcy resigned at the holidays,

but his place was immediately filled by Professor Brissenden,
who has completed the year's work in a satisfactory way.
The Commencement exercises were of a high order and

appreciated by large audiences. The co-operation of the stu

dents and faculty in the raising of the new building fund was
commendable. Their presence and enthusiasm at the mass
meeting, when the fund was started, contributed a great
deal to the success of the occasion.

With a heart full of praise to our Heavenly Father for
His rich blessings during the year, and a prayer that His

Spirit may animate the institution in the future in all its de
partments and activities, respectfully submitted.
W. Irving Kelsey, President.
Newberg, Oregon, Seventh Month 8, 1910.

73. Following these reports Pacific College
students, many of whom sat in body in tire gal
lery. sang the College song, "Old Gold and Navy
Blue."

J. Edgar Williams then gave an address on the
subject of education. The burden of the message
was that the object of education should be, more

than all else, the training of character, the devel
opment of the ability to get a vision, and then to
tell what is seen; closing with an inspiring and
hopeful note for Pacific College.
Amanda M. Woodward and Evangeline Martin

gave interesting accounts of the raising of thirty
thousand dollars for the new College building,
which comes as a memorial of the twenty-fifth an

niversary of the founding of the institution, and
outlined a plan for raising an endowment. The
work they have done is deeply appreciated.
74. Thomas C. Perisho and Charles V. Mar-
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shall gave information in regard to the work at
G r e e n l e a f A c a d e m y, I d a h o , w h i c h i s g r a t i f y i n g

and encouraging. This institution gives promise
of being an excellent feeder for Pacific College.
75. The Alumni Association of Pacific College
offered the names of Lucy Cause Newhy and Eu

nice Lewis as members of the Corporation which
the Meeting endorses.

76. The report of the Committee to prepare

returning minutes is satisfactory. They have
prepared for Charles S. White, L. Maria Deane, J.

Edgar Williams, Thomas Hockett, Abigail Thomas,
Moses Votaw and William Brown.

77. The report of the Evangelistic Board as to
the matter referred to it from the morning session
was read and laid on the table until Second day.

78. Various friends made most helpful re
marks on the main subject of the afternoon.
79. In a spirit of praise for what has been

done and prayer for greater blessings in the future

the meeting adjourned to meet at 8 o'clock tonight
in business session.

7TH MONTH, 9TH-EVENING SESSION
80. Meeting convened in business session to
consider the work of the Christian Endeavor.

81. Reports were read from Boise Quarter

and from Newberg Monthly Meeting with a verbal
report from Portland supplemented. These were
adopted and appear as follows:
BOISE VALLEY QUARTERLY MEETING C. E.

No.

of

active

members

qq

No.

of

Junior

members

43
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No. of associate members 24 75
Amount of missionary money raised *
Amount

of

other

money

raised

-

"

No. who take C. E. World

No. of members belonging to Friends Church
No. of members belonging to other churches
No. of new members taken in the past year

HAZEL RINARD.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendent.
NEWBERG C. E.
Number of active members

Number of associate members
Number of absent members
To t a l

Number belonging lo Friends <7 83
Amount

Amount

of

money

in

received

treasury

on

*

rvt

Amount of missionary money raised

The suggestion was made and adopted that an
effort be put forth to obtain reports from other

meetings, and the clerks were requested to see that

these are properly embodied in the printed min
u t e s .

82. Nominations for Yearly Meeting and
Quarterly Meeting Christian Endeavor Superin

tendents were adopted as follows: Yearly Meeting
Superintendent, Huber Haworth; Boise Valley
Quarter, Prescott Beals; Newberg Quarter, Harvey
Wright; Salem Quarter, Clifton Ross.

83. After a half hour spent in a typical Chris

tian Endeavor testimony meeting, Eula Hodson
and Lola Kaufman sang "Shine On" effectively.

Emma M. Hodgin spoke most helpfully on the sub

ject of "Being, rather than Doing." Then^ fol

lowed a brief sermon by Charles White, of Indiana,
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from Paul's injunction to Timothy, "Let no marc

despise thy youth, but be thou an ensample to the
believers," which was very edifying-.
84. After a season of silent prayer the Meet

ing adjourned to meet Second day morning at 10
o'clock.

7th MONTH 11TH—SECOND DAY MORNING
85. Meeting opened as adjourned. Devotion
was conducted by Anna Kelsey.

86. An addenda to the report of the Board of

Trustees of Pacific College was read and will be re
corded in proper place.

Many expressed words of appreciation for our
dear sister Mabel H. Douglas who leaves the work
of the College to go to Wbittier, Cal. Also for

President W. I. Kelsey who goes to Penn College,

Iowa. We would also note the efforts of various

friends who assisted Evangeline Martin and

MllgSwinr'^
87. The minute prepared by the clerk in ref
erence to Allen Jay was approved and will be in
serted m the records and a copy included with the
epistle to Indiana.

88. The Committee appointed to prepare let
ters to friends not able to be with us and to the
children, produced those which are very satisfac
tory to the Meeting.

89. The report of the Evangelistic Committee
deferred to this session from Seventh day after
noon was carefully considered and adopted with
some amendments and is placed on record follow
ing the general report.
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90. Abijah Weaver suggested that a fund for
church extension be established by subscriptions
of a certain amount for each new Meeting house

erected under the direction of the Board. The

plan was approved and referred to the Board to
worh out and present to the various Monthly Meetings.

.

91. The Nominating Committee is requested

to bring forward names of persons for Frateina
Delegates to Puget Sound Quarterly Meeting.
A returning minute was read for Abijan
Weaver showing that these delegates are appre
ciated by them.

92. The Nominating Committee propose names
for the various Boards and Committees next
with which the Meeting unites and they are di
rected to be placed in the Directory.

93. The reorganization of the Missionary

Committee for the coming year is approved and
will be placed in the Directory.

94. The Meeting adjourned to meet in regu
lar afternoon session.

7TH MONTH, lTH—AFTERNOON SESSION.

95. Meeting convened and was opened by

prayer and some words of loving farewel y
Edgar

Williams.

,

96. The epistles from London, Kansas and
Ohio Yearly Meetings were read.

97. The Epistle Committee report as follows;
We have prepared epistles, as usual, to Dublin, London

and the American Yearly Meetings.

Harvey M. Wright and Louisa P. Rounds have very

kindlv
k i n da-^tsitited
l y a s sthe
i s tCommittee
e d E n sinTthis
L Ework.
Committee.
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Their report is satisfactory and the epistles
with some alterations are accepted and directed to

be sent to their respective destinations. A copy of
the minute prepared in regard to Allen Jay is di
rected to be included with the epistle to Indiana.
98. The Nominating Committee request the
privilege of reorganizing their Committee to the

end that they may more efficiently accomplish
their work. The request is granted and the Com
mittee as reorganized will be placed in the Direct
o r y.

99. The annual report of the Committee on
Literature appears below;
No. of pages of tracts distributed 7,374

No. of pages of other literature 15,094

No. of papers distributed 1,091

No.

of

books

loaned

47

libraries

417

N o o f l i b r a r i e s ( r e p o r t e d ) . V. ! ' . . 5
No.

of

Books
NO. ot

books

added

in

to

libraries

1

taken
"(reported)'
other papers
religious
papers
taken 103
81

Te s t a m e n t s
donated
2
Other books donated ......i
Booklets on religious v/ork distributed 30
A few of the Monthly Meetings failed to follow the

blanks m making their report, consequently my report is not
so complete as I wish. Over 40 of the booklets "Evenings

over the Ordinances," by John Hanson were procured for
distribution. The children in a few Sunday Schools gave

their Sunday School papers and cards to the Committee to
be sent to the Indian children at Kake, Alaska.
Mary Cammack, Supt. of Literature.

100. Professor W. J. Reagan made some

pointed remarks, emphasizing the necessity of Bi

ble reading and Bible stories, and of standard liter
ature for our children rather than the popular
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books of our public libraries, many of which are of

no positive value, and many really detrmiental to
the proper development of the young

EmmaHodgin spoke of the beneficent effect

of reading luUh. our children, which suggested help

ful remarks from others along the same line.
101. The representatives make recommenda
tions and nominations which are accepted and are
as follows, or in the Directory;

REPORT OF REPRESENTATIVES.
We recommend that the ratio of 53
ing the Yearly Meeting funds be as

per cent.; Salem, 27 per cent., and Boise Valley, 15

We recommend that $810 be raised for the purp

^•:S2rS.h.tp.ven hundred "P--

be printed. Newberg to receive 60 per cent,. Sale

«ent., and Boise Valley 20 per cent. made-

We recommend the following appropriations b
Evangelistic Committee $000

Sabbath School ^
Educational
^
Conference "
^

.

««

o

Literature

Peace

Te m p e r a n c e

'

Janitor

g

^
.

Statistical Secretary

Printing and Contingent iW
Boards of Five Years' Meeting 50

We recommend that"the expense of

pastors and their wives, while in attendance at the Annual
Meeting be borne by the Yearly Meeting.

On behalf of the representatives,

Aaron M. Bray. Chairman.
Florence Cook, Secretary.
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102. The report of the Treasurer of Oreg'on
Yearly Meeting is placed on record as follows:
REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF OREGON YEARLY
MEETING

Balance from last year § 99.03
Received from Newberg Quarter 465.00
"

Salem

Quarter

187.50

" B o i s e Va l l e y Q u a r t e r 9 7 . 5 0
Entertainment Committee ... 2.80

To t a l

$

851.83

disbursements.

Paid Superintendents of Y. M. Departments? 515.00
Treasurer of Five Years' Meeting 17.95
for printing and incidental expenses... 184.92
Balance

cash

To t a l

on

hand.
8

133.96

851.83

J. C. Hodson, Treasurer.

102. The report of the Finance Committee
was adopted as read:

Committee beg to report that they have
audited the accounts and settled with the several treasurers.
We find all the books in good condition.

W. J. Hadley, Chairman.

104. The report of Trustees follows:
report of trustees.

We have filed a copy of the minutes of last year as part

of the records of the Yearly Meeting.

We have paid out of our incidental fund ?3.35 for a

tin box and eighty-five cents for recording a deed, leaving
our incidental fund, $14.48.

The building fund remains unused.

R e s p e c t f u l l y, a . R . M i l l s .

105. Alpheus R. Mills, President of the Board
of Trustees, reports that the box ordered last year
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for keeping minutes and official documents has been
secured and that these papers have been inclosed

in good condition, and the box placed in a fire

proof vault. The delegates are asked to request
their respective Monthly Meetings to send all such
documents, desired to be preserved, to Alpheus R.
Mills for that purpose.

A motion was made and carried that the Trus

tees be directed to collect all former minutes and
documents of this Yearly Meeting, so far as pos

sible, and secure the signatures of the clerks of
the corresponding year, and have them placed in
the archives of the Yearly Meeting for historical
reference in the future.

The Meeting of Ministry and Oversight send

the following communication which the Meeting
orders embodied in our minutes.

REPORT OF THE MEETING OF MINISTRY AND
O V E R S I G H T.

The Ministry and Oversight Body of the Yearly Meet
ing held two meetings this year. The first on f

enth month, 5th, at three o'clock p. m., the other fifth day
seventh month, 7th, at eight o'clock a. m.

By authority of this body two conference sessions were
held, one third day seventh month, 5th, at ten o'clock a. m.,

the other at eight p. m., same day. At the first session of

this conference church extension was ably discussed. e

opening for Friends in the three states of the great North
west, Washington, Idaho and Oregon, was presented by Ab
igail Thomas, Aaron Bray, and H. Elmer Pemberton, re
spectively. The evening session of the conference was ad
dressed upon the Sabbath School question by the Rev. C. A.
Phipps, the field worker and superintendent for the Oregon
State Sunday School Association. The subjects introduced

at these conference sessions are most vital, and each of the
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speakers had a masterly grasp of the subject in hand.

It was a source of regret that a greater majority of the

general membership of the Yearly Meeting was not in at
tendance.

This body advises that the proper authorities take in
hand a more thorough advertisement, not only of the Confer

ence, but of all the meetings in connection with the Yearly

Meeting next year, and that they be sustained in all ex
penses which they may incur thereby.
Abijah J. Weaver, Lydia G. Gardner and H. Elrner

Pemberton were appointed as a Committee to arrange for a
similar Conference next year.

The following letter is sent down to the local meetings
and directed read by the pastor or some other competent
persen at the beginning of the services of the first conven

ient babbath morning meeting after it comes to hand, and as
often during the year as seems best:

To THE Membership of Oregon Yearly Meeting:—

Dear fnends and brethren: This Meeting has been much
favored in near and blessed communion with God in various

matters affecting the prosperity of the church, and one

thing was especially emphasized which we affectionately
nrosneTv ^P>"tual health and
1 ^ dependent
uponoyour
fomily Scripture
reading and devoti
n as faithfulness
a daily practice.in

f ay rlifeW
f ?ce in^our homes,
- c e and
i v the
e dmostisa-n
earl
from thil s^practi
the

hal-

™ f^^her and mother in thet o attitude
of
our Heavenly
rather for this precious heritage, and we desire that it be
not lost to the church.

On behalf of the Meeting,
Milo p. Elliott

Lorena a. T. Hodson

Clerks.

106. A recommendation from the Missionary

Committee became the recommendation of the
Yearly Meeting and is as follows:
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MISSIONARY COMMITTEE.

A motion was made and carried recommending that a

department of proportionate and systematic giving be estab
lished, and Harlan Smith be appointed to that place.

It was further recommended that the Quarterly Meet

ings be advised to appoint superintendents in their respective
Quarters. Lucinda E. Wells, Secretary pro tem.

107. The Entertainment Committee make a

very satisfactory report. Their work is much ap
preciated:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENTERTAINMENT.

This Committee, having been divided into various sub
committees, would report as follows:

The Committee on Refreshments has served three meals

per day in basement, charging twenty-five cents per meal;
the surplus, if any, to go to Yearly Meeting funds; the defi
cit, if any, to be met from Yearly Meeting funds.

Malinda Gilbert, Chairman of Sub-Corn.

The Committee on Camping and Grounds has furnished
such tents and other accommodations as required.

J. Frank Taylor, Chairman of Sub-Corn.

The Reception Committee has provided for all needing
rooms, barns and pasture for stock, etc., and done al m
their power to secure pleasant accommodations for all in attendance. James P. Price, Chairman of Sub-Com.

By careful attendance to the various requirements of our

visiting friends, providing for clean meals, with courteous
service, a convenient rest room, and anticipating all needs
as far as possible, this Committee has endeavored to make
every visitor feel at home during this session.

Francis A. Morris, Chairman.

108. The Caretakers' report is given below:
As Caretakers for this Eighteenth Session of Oregon

Yearly Meeting, your Committee would make report

as follows: That every effort possible has been made to

meet and satisfy the material needs of the church body each
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day, and while our work has been done as a duty assigned
us, we sincerely hope we have contributed to the comfort of
all in attendance.

Francis A. Morris, Chairman.

109. The Press Committee presents the fol
lowing:
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends: Your Press

Committee has provided for reports of the Yearly Meeting
in the Portland and Salem papers, and in the local press.
W. C . Wo o d w a r d , C h a i r m a n .

110. The Evangelistic Committee submits the

following, which the Yearly Meeting indorses:
To the Yearly Meeting: The Evangelistic Committee of

the Yearly Meeting is united in nominating H. Elmer Pemberton for Yearly Meeting Superintendent of Evangelistic
Work, at a support of seven hundred dollars, and traveling
expenses. On behalf of the Committee,

M a r i e t t a L e w i s , S e c r e t a r y.

111. The report of the Conference Committee
IS here given:

To Oregon Yearly Meeting: We have not met in Com
mittee until Yearly Meeting. Individual work has been ar

ranged and carried on by members. The Conference Super

intendent has wntten several letters and has assisted some

in conference work. Signed in behalf of Committee,

W. J. Reagan, Chairman.

112. Acknowledging the presence and bless
ing of our Heavenly Father upon the various ses
sions of our Yearly Meeting, His guidance in the

solution of the questions presented to us, the spirit
of love and power in all our gospel services, and
with a prayer for deeper consecration and greater

activity in all lines of service the coming year, we
now adjonrn to meet 6th month, 15th, next year.
J. C, Hodson, Clerk,
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D I R E C TO RY.
PRESIDING CLERK.

Julius C. Hudson, Newberg.
recording

clerk.

Anna M. T. Kelsey, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
READING CLERK.

Marguerite P. Elliott, Salem.
ANNOUNCING CLERK.

Harlan Smith, Newberg.
CORRESPONDENTS.

C. J. Edwards, Newberg.

Charles Townsend, Salem, R. F. D., 4.
Alberta K. Terrell, Newberg.
MEMBERS OF PERMANENT BOARD.
For Five Years—

E. H. Woodward, Newberg.
Ida J. Wiley, Rex.

Jesse Coulson, Scotts Mills.
John Pemberton, Salem.
For Four Years—
C. J. Edwards, Newberg.
Louisa C. Parker, Newberg.

O.J.Sherman, Portland, Cor. E. 16th and
Taylor street.

Levi McCracken, Salem.

For Three Years—

Louisa T. Keeler, Salem.
Clarkson Pemberton, Salem, R. F. D. 4.
Justin L. Haworth, Springbrook.

Byron Morris, Portland.
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F o r Tw o Ye a r s —

Aaron M. Bray,

Howard Walton, Newberg, R. F. D. 3.
Charles Baldwin, Salem.

Wm. S. Brown, Caldwell, Idaho, R. F. D. 2.

^hr

One

Ye a r —

y

/

J. H. Rees, Springhrook.

Artilla A. Hadley, Marion. \ ^ ^

Jesse Edwards, Newherg- ( t^' vv ^V>vvv^
Lydia C. Gardner, Portland,)!
YEARLY MEETING TRUSTEES.

Alpheus R. Mills, Springhrook.
B. C. Miles Salem, 993 Court street.
John S. Richie, Scotts Mills.
Daniel D. Keeler, Salem.

J. C. Colcord, Newherg.
PRINTING COMMITTEE.

Juhus C. Hodson, Newherg.
Anna T. Kelsey, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Rebecca W, H. Smith, Newherg.

T X- TL.AUDITING
Justin
Haworth, COMMITTEE.
Springhrook.

John C. Colcord, Newherg.
Allen Smith, Newherg.

TREASURER.

John T. Smith, Newberg.

STATISTICAL
SECRETARY.
Aaron ,M.
Bray,
.

RAILROAD

S E C R E T A R Y.

Benjamin S. Cook, Portland, 567 E. Taylor st.
TEMPERANCE COMMITTEE.

Nathan L. Wiley, Y. M. Supt., Rex.

H. Elmer Pemherton, Q. M. Supt., Salem, 1215
Highland ave.
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S. Alice Hanson; Q. M. Supt., Portland, 367
Mar^erite ave.

Earnest E. Taylor, Q. M. Supt., Boise, Idaho.
. SABBATH SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

Evangeline Martin, Supt. Oregon Y. M., Newberg.

W. J. Hadley, Supt. Salem Q. M.. Turner, R.
F. D . 1 .

Ivalu Weaver, Supt. Newberg, Q. M., Newberg.

.

Hazel Rinarcl, Supt. Boise Valley Q. M., Boise,
Idaho.

A L I T E R AT U R E

COMMITTEE.

„

„

Mary Cammack, Supt. Y. M., Salem, K- r- •
4.

Ethel Cox, Supt. Salem Q. M., Scotts Mills.
Estella Crozer, Supt. Newberg Q. M., Newberg.

Pearl Hadley. Supt. Boise Valley Q. M., Eagle,
Idaho, R. F. D. 1.
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE.

Wm. J. Reagan, Y. M. Supt., Newberg. .
The other members are the superintendents oi
the other departments:
Nate L. Wiley.

Evangeline Martin.
Mary Cammack.
J o h n F. H a n s o n .

Sibyl Woodward.
E D U C AT I O N .

Sibyl Woodward, Supt. Y. M., Newberg.

Belle Cook, Supt. Newberg Q. M., Portland.

Alverda C. Rice, Supt. Salem Q. M., Salem,
R . F. D .
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Charles V. Marshall, Supt. Boise Valley Q. M.,
Greenleaf, Idaho.
P E A C E A N D A R B I T R AT I O N .

John F. Hanson, Y. M. Supt, Portland.
Louisa?. Rounds, Supt. Newberg Q. M., Jef
ferson.

Esther Townsend, Supt. Salem Q. M., Salem.
Wm. S. Brown, Supt. Boise Valley Q. M.,
Greenleaf, Idaho.
PACIFIC COLLEGE VISITING COMMITTEE.

Ruth Wiley, Rex.

Maggie Haworth, Newberg. (

Jesse Coulson, Scotts Mills.
Kate Pemberton, Salem.
Archie Campbell, Sherwood.

Edith Y. Behnke, Newberg.
Artilla Hadley, Turner.
John F. Hanson, Portland.

Effie Tamplin, Lents.

Amanda J. Sherman, Portland.
Thomas Perisho, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Sadie Paulson, Newberg.
Mary Updegraff, Salem.

L. 0. piiarNewberg.
J-; Gr-Hodsoh^^Newberg.

Malinda Gilbert, Newberg.
Maggie George, Newberg.
Lenora Parker, Newberg.
Myrtle Gause, Newberg.

1

Libbie Cook, Greenleaf, Idaho.

> •
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Marguerite P. Elliott, Salem.
Mary Commons, Scotts Mills.

M. D. Ellis, 319 Marguerite ave-, Portland.

A r t i l l a H a d l e y, T u r n e r . ^
TRUSTEESMNTI-SALOON LEAGUE.

E. H. Wo^^'ard, Newberg.

Charles-R. Sc^ttj^alem.
>

epistle'committee.
Lorena A. T. Hodson, Newberg.

FlorenceJU-ReSffan, Newberg.
Lewis'Hansoji, Portland.

Alpheus R. Mills, Springbrook.
Emma M. Hodgin, Newberg.

Irene B. Cunningham, Salem, R. F. D. 4.
MISSIONARY COMMITTEE.
For

Three

Ye a r s —

Anna-M^Q®"' Greenleaf, Idaho.
Anna B. Miles, Salem.

Carrie Miles, Newberg.
Aaron M. Bray,
F o r T w o Ye a r s —

Milo P. Elliott, Newberg.
0. J. Sherman, Portland.
Nellie Osborne, Boise, Idaho.
Lucinda E. Wells, Portland.
For One year—

/J. OJlodson. Newberg. ' ,

/ Retta J. Pemberton, Salem, 430 N. Liberty st.

_ / Wilfred Crozer, Newberg.

/l\ Joseph'AGookr Portland. ^

1 NMEMBERS OPAMERICAN FOREIGN BOARD.

\VLevi
M. Gilbert, Salem, R. F. D. 4,
Effie R. Tamplin, Lents.
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OFFICERS OF MISSIONARY COMMITTEE.

Chairman, O, J. Sherman, 612 E. Taylor street,
Portland.

Secretary, Effie R. Tamplin, Lents.

Treasurer, Wilfred Crozer, Newbergf.

Supt. Newberg Q. M., Lucinda E. Wells, 11 56
E. Salmon street, Portland.

Supt. Salem Q. M., Anna B. Miles, Salem.
Supt. Boise Valley Q. M., Anna Moon, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Treas. Newberg Q. M., Milo P. Elliott, Newberg.

Treas. Salem Q. M., Levi M. Gilbert, Salem.

Treas. Boise Valley Q. M., Nellie Osborne, 519
N. Sixth street, Boise, Idaho.

EVANGELISTIC AND CHURCH EXTENSION COMMITTEE.
F o r T h r e e Ye a r s -

Harvey D. Crumly, Springbrook.

, Anson Cox, Caldwell, Idaho, R. F. D. 2. '
Abijah J. Weaver, Newberg.
For Tw© Years—

Lindley A. Wells, Portland.
Ida J. Wiley, Rex.

J. Wm. Jones, Middleton, Idaho, R. F. D. 2.
For

Jesse Coulson, Scotts Mills.
One
Ye a r —

/Marietta Lewis, Newberg.

,

/ Ezra G. Pearson, Greenleaf, Idaho. ^

I Byron Morris, Portland. V

Su^ of Evangelistic and Church Extension, Ore

gon Yearly Meeting, H. Elmer Pemberton, Salem.
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MEMBERS OF PACIFIC COLLEGE CORPORATION.
N ominated by the Alumni,
Eunice Lewis, Newberg.

Lucy G. Newby, Newberg.
CORRESPONDENTS OF MONTHLY MEETINGSMiddleton —Has no correspondent.
Lents—Maude E. Reach, Lents.

Portland—S. Lewis Hanson, 620 E. 39th street,
Portland.

„

.

v

,

Springbrook-Lucy H. Rees, Sprmgbrook.

Quilcene-Effie B. Taylor, Quilcene, Wash.
Rex-Ida J. Wiley, Rex.

Chehalem Center-Edith L. Walton, Newberg.
R. F. D. 3.

Newberg—Abbie L. Edwards, Newberg.
«^alem- Joseph N. Smith. Salem.

Rosedale-Wm. Stroud, Salem, R. F. R 4
Scotts Mils—Jesse E. Coulson, Scotts Mils.
Marion—Reuben 0. Small, Marion.

Greenleaf—Wm. S. Brown. Greenleaf, Idaho.
Boise—Nellie Osborne, 609 N. Sixth street,
Boise,

Idaho.

.

tj

i,

Woodland-Isaac C. George, Woodland, Idaho.

New Hope—J. Wm. Jones, Middleton, Idaho,
R. F. D. 1.

MINISTERS.

Marion Monthly Meeting—

B. Frank Hinshaw, Marion.

Scotts Mills Monthly Meeting—Jesse E. Coulson,
Scotts Mills.

Rosedale Monthly Meeting—Algot Holmes.

Salem Monthly Meeting—H. Elmer Pemberton,
1215 Highland ave., Salem.
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Charles Baldwin, Salem.
Charles R- Scott, Salem.
Mary K. Gear, Salem.
Charles Pearson, Tillamook.
Robert I. Miller, Salem.

Boise Monthly Meeting—Aaron M. Bray,
George W. Harvey, Boise, Idaho.

New Hope Monthly Meeting—Wm. L- Hadlev
Eagle, Idaho, R. P. D. 1.

Rosa E. Virtue, Eagle, Idaho, R. F. D. 1.

Greenleaf Monthly Meeting—Ezra G. Pearson
Caldwell, Idaho, R. F. D. 2.

Anson Cox, Caldwell, Idaho, R. F. D. 2.

Benjamin White, Caldwell, Idaho. R. F. D 2
Thomas Perisho, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Lents Monthly Meeting-Edward D. Smith, Lents
Myra B. Smith, Lents.
Phebe Hammer, Lents.

Portland Monthly Meeting-Sarah M. Beckett
3020 Dunsmore ave., Seattle, Wash.
Martin Cook, 172 E. 35th st, Portland.
George L. Carr, Lents.

F. Marion George, 259 E. 39th st., Portland.
John F. Hanson, 367 Marguerite ave., Portland.
S.

Alice

Hanson

"

"

"

'

Catharine S. Hutton, 721 Spring Garden st.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Oliver N. Kenworthy, Lake, Lake county.
I s a b e l l e K e n w o r t h y, " " "

Lindley A. Wells, 1156 E. Salmon st., Portland.

Springbrook Monthly Meeting—Preston Mills,
Springbrook.
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Quilcene Monthly Meeting—Samuel B. Taylor;
Quilcene, Wash.

Chehalem Center Monthly Meeting—John Shires,
Newberg, R. F. D. 3,

Newberg Monthly Meeting—Jesse Edwards, New
berg.

Mary E. K. Edwards, Newberg.
Mary Jane Newlin, Newberg.
James P. Price, Newberg.

W. Irving Kelsey, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Wm. P. Samms, Enterprise
Louisa P. Rounds, Jefferson.

Harvey D. Crumly, Newberg.
Abijah J. Weaver, Newberg.
Sarah A- Kelsey, Newberg.

MONTHLY MEETINGS-TIME WHEN HELD.

Marion Monthly Meeting, held at Marion the

second Fourth day of each month at 2 o clock p. m.
Rosedale Monthly Meeting, held at Rosedale
+v,o first Fifth day of each month at 2:30 p. m.

&lem Monthly Meeting, held at Salem the

Fifth day following the first Seventh day of each

"^°"sc(^ts^Mils Monthly Meeting, held at Scotts
Mils the first Fourth day of each month at 7:30 p. m.

Chehalem Center Monthly Meeting, held two

and a half miles north of Newberg, the last Sev
enth day of each month at 2:30 p. m.

Quilcene Monthly Meeting, held the first Sev

enth day of each month at 2:30 p. m. Even months
at Quilcene, odd months at Leland, Wash.

Middleton Monthly Meeting, held the fourth
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Minutes

of

Oregon

Ye a r l y

Meeting

Seventh day of each month at 2:30 p. m., at Sher
wood or Middleton. Not held regularly.

Newberg Monthly Meeting, held at Newberg
the first Fourth day of each month, at 7 p. m. in
winter and 8 p. m. in summer.
Portland Monthly Meeting, held at Portland.

E. 34th and Main streets, the first Fifth day of
each month at 7:30 p. m. in winter, and 8 p. m. in
s u m m e r .

Springbrook Monthly Meeting, held the first
Seventh day in each month at 2 p. m.
Rex Monthly Meeting, held the last Fourth

day of each month at 7:30 p. m. in winter and 8 p.
m . i n t h e s u m m e r.

Boise Monthly Meeting, held at Boise, Idaho,

the third Fifth day of each month at 7:30 p. m. in
the winter, and 8 p. m. in the summer.

Woodland Monthly Meeting, held the first Sev
enth day of each month at 2 p. m.
New Hope Monthly Meeting, held the first
Seventh day of each month at 2:30 p. m.
Greenleaf Monthly Meeting, held the third
Seventh day of each month at 2:30 p. m.

The death list for the year ending April 1st,
1910, is as follows:
N E W B E R G M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

Jay Heston Achsa Morris
Ellis Hadley Loretta Estle

Arabella Thome Amy Heater
Sarah J. Comer
MIDDLETON MONTHLY MEETING.

Jacob Holmes Margaret Jane Hays
Ida Larsen
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P O R T L A N D M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

Mary Mills Carrie Mildred Sherman
lola Geraldine Hanson
CHEHALEM CENTER MONTHLY MEETING.
William R. Carter
G R E E N L E A P M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

Virgil Hinshaw
N E W H O P E M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

Lawrence Jordan Charles Price
Oran Jordan

ROSEDALE MONTHLY MEETING.
Laura E. Edmundson

SCOTTS MILLS MONTHLY MEETING.
Charles Nordyke
Ministers deceased-

George W. Adams, 2-1, 1910.
Deborah J. Newby, 3-80, 1910.

Ministers transferred to other Yearly Meetings.

Elizabeth B. Miles to Indiana Yearly Meeting.
Ministers received from other Yearly Meetings

George L. Carr, from North Carolina.

Sarah A. Kelsey, from Western Yearly Meet
ing.

Ministers recorded—

George R. Farrow, Portland Monthly Meeting,
6-30, 1910.
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The Epistle from London Yearly Meeting.
Our meetings this year have been held under

the shadow of the death of our King. We have

united with our fellow subjects near and far, and
with the peoples of other lands, in deeply mourn
ing his loss; and we have also had the privilege of
joining in worship at the hour of the funeral, when
so many were waiting upon God in all parts of the
Empire.

We have been reminded of the King's devo

tion to public duty, his steady observance of con

stitutional practice, his interest in the welfare of

all classes of his people, and particularly of his un

wearied and successful efforts in the cause of

peace, for which we have felt profoundly thankful.

Our hearts have been further tendered and

solemnized by the disastrous colliery explosion at
Whitehaven. We have thought with deep sympa
thy of those whose lives have been tragically cut
off, and have united in earnest prayer that the be
reaved may know the solace of Divine comfort.

The widespread feeling evoked by these "two

events has reminded us how God "hath made of
one blood all nations of men," and how, when one
member of the body suffers, all the members suf
fer with it; and we have longed that, by a fuller
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realization of the love of God, this unity may be
established on a foundation which no storm of pas
sion or misunderstanding can shake.

We have had this feeling of unity strengthened

by the knowledge of the deep spiritual fellowship
which we enjoy with our scattered members in
Australasia. This has been vividly brought home
to us as we have listened to the Friends who have

j ust returned from visiting them on our behalf.
The prevailing note of our meetings has been

an earnest concern that all^ may have a definite

personal experience in the spiritual life. This has
found expression in many v/ays. We have been

exhorted to dwell in the deep places in nearest

touch with God; to learn the secret of those who
in all ages have held closest communion with Him;

to obtain a new and clearer vision of God as He is
shown in the face of Jesus Christ. _

However expressed, the thought is one that

we have the privilege of direct personal access to

God through Jesus Christ, and of union with Him,
and that only thus can we enter into the fulness
and meaning of life. Even prior to the realization
in our experience of drawing near to God thiough

Jesus Christ, we have known high aspirations and
longings after that which we have not attained,
and we have recognized as intrinsically highest a
course of life which is often in conflict with our
convenience and outward interests. It is in this
ability to understand what is good, and to press

toward it in the face of all that can obviously be

said against it, that we recognize the voice and
power of the Eternal God, calling us to become
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partakers of His Divine nature.

In many ways He calls us, but in none so fully
and clearly as in the life, death and resurrection

of Jesus Christ, who, doing always the things that
please the Father, and giving Himself up for men,
has brought into the world a new life and power.

Let us familiarize ourselves with this gracious fig
ure as He stands before us in the pages of the
evangelists, the Light of the World, the Way, the

Truth, and the Life, Revealer, Mediator, and Rec

onciler. Let us go on to know Him as He mani
fests Himself today, the Saviour and Friend who
enters into the hearts of all who will receive Him.
As this knowledge deepens we shall find that the

Christ of history and the indwelling Christ of ex
perience are one. That this is no illusion is shown
by the testimony of countless witnesses who have

themselves entered into this experience; and each
one of us may prove it for himself.

Notwithstanding this consensus of witness,

there may be some who feel that this assurance is

not for them, that it must ever be beyond their

reach. We ask them to remember that our Lord
never breaks the bruised reed, nor does He quench
the smoking flax. Not one amongst us is already
perfect. If there is the desire after God, however
faint, the reaching out to Him, however feeble. He
will c^ry us forward step by step, as we yield to

Him, into an ever widening and deepening expe
rience. As we follow the light our capacity will
increase, and the dawn will grow to fuller day.
The night was dark, and the shadows spread far as the
eye could see.
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I stretched my hand to a human Christ, and he walked
through the dark with me;
Out of the dimness we came at length, our feet on the
dawn-warmed sod.

And I saw by the light in His wondrous eyes that I
walked with the Son of God.

In this light many things will become plainer
to us. We shall stand more firmly in the midst of

intellectual perplexities, for we shall ourselves
know the voice of the Good Shepherd, and. know

ing it, we cannot doubt the reality of Him who
speaks.
Whoso hath felt the Spirit of the Highest
Cannot confound nor doubt Him nor deny:
Yea with one voice O world, tho' thou deniest.
Stand thou on that side, for on this am I.

Further, we shall have a first-hand message for

those around us, and shall be able to witness of
that which we know. This is widely different

from using the language of hearsay, from reciting
the articles of a creed, or repeating conventional

phrases. We shall have at our command a uni

versal language: our personality will speak, and,

having first been comforted, we shall be able to

comfort those who are in trouble.
We thus see how vision and experience are
translated into service, and, as we serve, we shall
find that the path of obedience leads to heights
from which an ever-widening prospect comes into

view; for revelation both precedes and follows
obedience. When this quickened life springs up,
it will provide an answer to a question which is
often before us, how to help the numerous meet

ings for worship where the numbers are small and
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the difficulties great. If the "vision splendid"
dawns afresh upon the soul of even one member

of such a meeting, the brightness will spread,
coldness will give way to warmth, hearts will burn,
and the living presence of Jesus Christ will be re
alized as never before.

It has been pressed upon us that the middle-

aged may stand specially in need of this quickened
life. On some, perhaps, the Sun of Righteousness
has never fully risen. Even for those who in earlier days have known the vision, it may have faded

into the light of common day." It is fatally easy

to pass out of the warmth of our first spiritual ex

perience. If the middle-aged are cold they will

chil the young. ^ On the other hand, nothing has

such a quickening effect upon the younger life
amongst us as the warm sympathy and keen inter

est of ^ those v/hose advancing years have gi ven
them ripened knowledge. The spiritual life should
be one of continual expansion. Though the out
ward man perish, the inward man maybe renewed
day by day.

It is of the utmost importance that our Society

as a whole should seek for a fresh manifestation

and fuller acceptance of the love of God, that we
may move forward unitedly and speak with one

voice. The power of the early Friends was largely
dependent on this-that they spoke with a united
voice of that which they themselves had seen and

felt. Some of us have too much forgotten our
spiritual heritage, our high privilege of speaking
to the world not in the language of a sect, but in
the mother speech of all spiritual religion, the Ian-
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guage of the saints and mystics of all the Chris

tian
ages.
.
,
^
,
J
The time has come when, with fearless and

trustful hearts, we may return to the place of ex

perience, and listen like our founders to the voice

of One, even Christ Jesus, who can speak to our
condition. Amid the confused voices of our time,

and the broken lights that beckon us hither and
thither, some of us may not have recognized that

He is yet "the fountain light of all_ our day."

But, as we yield ourselves to His teaching and the

influence of His personality. His own spirit of Son-

ship v/il be awakened in us, and we shall find as a
reality of inward experience that the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ is our Father too. It is this
that meets and satisfies the most hidden needs and

cravings of our hearts. We seek for joy, some of

us with feverish eagerness, and He offers us the

ioy of loving hearts; for life, and He gives it to_ us
abundantly; for rest, and we find it in bearing

"His mild yoke." As the gentle night closes a
difficult day, so our restless noisy lives are hushed
by

His

peace.

^

Signed, in and on behalf of the Meeting,

Henry Lloyd Wilson, Clerk.
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INDEIX—Continued.
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IN

1 9 11

P R O G R A M

F o u r t h D a y, 1 5 t h o f S i x t h M o n t h .

Regular Meeting of Ministry and Oversight 3:00 P. M.
Conference

Session

8:00

P.

M

A.

M.

F i f t h D a y, 1 6 t h o f S i x t h M o n t h .

Devotional

Meeting

8:00

Opening Session of Yearly Meeting 10:00 A. M.
Meeting of Representatives and Caretakers |;00 P.
business
Session
2:00
P.
M e e t i n g o f P e r m a n e n t B o a r d 7 - 0 0 P.
E v a n g e l i s t i c a n d C h u r c h E i x t e n s i o n 8 : 0 0 P.

MM'
M,
M<

Sixth Day, 17th of Sixth Month.

Devotional
Business

MeetingSession

8:00
10:00

A.

M,
A.M.

P a s t o r a l a n d C h u r c h E x t e n s i o n 11 : 0 0 A . M .
Business
Session
2:00
P.
M.
P a c i fi c C o l l e g e C o r p o r a t i o n M e e t i n g 7 . 3 O p . M .
Peace
Program
8:00
P.
M.
Seventh Day, 18th of Sixth Month.

Devotional
Business
Peace
and

Meeting
Session
]
Arbitration
1

A.
0;00
|.Q0

M.
A.M.
A.
M.

B u s i n e s s S e s s i o n .■• . . . j . 2 : 0 0 P. M .
Elducational
3.QQ
p
]yj_
Elducational
Address
8:00
P.
M.First Day 19th of Sixth Month.

Devotional
Sabbath

Meeting

School

8:00

Rally

A.

10:00

A.

M.
M.

Devotional Meeting 11:00 A. M.; 2 and 6:00 P. M.
Christian

Endeavor

Rally

8;30

P.

M.

S e c o n d D a y, 2 0 t h o f S i x t h N o n t h .

Devotional
Business

Meeting
Session

6:00
|0;00

A.
A.

M..
M

Literature
H-OQ
A.
m!.
Missions
2:00
P.
M.
C h r i s t i a n E n d e a v o r B u s i n e s s M e e t i n g 4 : 0 0 P. M . .

Te m p e r a n c e

8:00

P. "

M-

T h i r d D a y, 2 1 s t o f S i x t h M o n t h .

Devotional
8:00
A,
Business
Session
10,-00
Te m p e r a n c e
1
Business
Session

pOO
-2:00

A.

A.
P.

M.
M.
M..
M.

